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, Problems occur in teaching English to the child vh se

/native language is not English _because of a laik of relevant rem ch
about the specification of the native language Ind the transfer o

t

reading skills from and .language-to -another. Most bilingual
instruction in theUnited States is based On' either the rative7
-laniguage approach (literacy is achieved in the

language, at st
the child's native:/' .

language .first) or the direct method (the second
. initial' , is the Prinart languige of instreCtion):, Anpther pr bleu

is that .is. not clear how the successful,transfeeof readin skills
.

occurs ac ss en languages, or what factors ate telmvart tc such, '

transfer. Some alternate approaches tc bilingual Needing instruction,
(especially Spanish-English) ihclude reading in the standard/native
laagaage, using ,dialect readers, -and teaching reading in In 'Jab but44letting childien use _their native language in informal'disc *ions
among themselves. The tact that there 'is not a *best* teacing metiod .

in biiin9ual,instructioa, however,akes research in tkiik Urea a v
.

clear necessity. (Audience response following prasentatica/ of the .

paper is included.) (RL)
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Histo'ical Perspective

Until relatively recently no special rovisidns were made in

public schools for children from non- Engli- -speaking backgrounds.

Such children weie totally immersed in a English-language curricu-

lum along with their native English-sp king counterparts, and

little or no recognition '(as given t eir native language. (In some
-4-r

cases .the.ust of the native language wns act vely discouraged by

the iiposition of disciplinary lasures.);This
educationil practice

reflected the acceptidsoc.ial premise of the time that all ethnic

_groups would blend into the great. U.S. melting pot. The school

experience was thought to be a,crucial factor in integrating non-.

English-speakingichildren into the dominant culture, and.an exchrt

sively English language-learning environment, yesterday's version

of today's "total immersion" program, was thought to be the most

efficient means of accomplishing this goal. ,AlthOugh $houionds

upon thousands'of immigrant children were educated in such English-

language programs, success in reducing minority-groups to a single

"all-American" linguistic and cultural model appears to have been

somewhat limited.) "Ifmigrants to-America did not cease being what

I

they were and did except in rather'sinierficial waYs, become

something different when they were naturalized as,American citizens.

Changes that occurred were lar leSs extensive and' less structural

than they were believed to 'be. In most cases a bicultural sityle' -

developed which-enabl#41 American and ethnic identities to coexist
1

and influence each other over tine" (Andersson G Boyer, 1970 p.
4

3). Despite the monolingual,.monocultural.orientation of most-

American schools, linguistic and cultural pluralism prevailed,
(1.,

. /
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sustained by early.as,xell. as more recent immigrant-groups.

-.Bilingual education in the United States received its major'

impetus during the decade of the 1960's: Two factors.are-signifi-
4

cant in this development. First, alarge..number of-Cubans, many

tof them professionals, entered-Florida and suddenly thousnds of

Cuban children were enrolled in Ficrida schools. Special pr'ogr'ams

well required, Cuban professionals were recruited, to assist in.the

development of these p=rograms, and the feasibility of bilingual

education in the U.S. was demonstrated. The second and probably

more important factor_wasthe general socio-political climate in
, .

the 1960's. Arguments that,nOn-English -speaking children were not

faring-well in our educatioftalz system, that they were dropping out

at higher rates and earlier ages than their native-60ish-speaking
.

counterparts, and-that the school, systed's insensitivity to. their

native language and culture was primarily responsible, ound a

receptive audience. In 1967 the Bilingual Education Act, designed

to meet the needs'of children from non-English-speaking backgrOunds,

was passed. Since thenadditional federal and state legislation

has been passed and judicial decisions rendered concerning lioguts-
A

tically different pupil populations. 'lost recently, the Office of

Civil Rights of HEW issued a Set of guidelines .for schools kto com-

ply with the 1974 Supreme Court decisidn- in the case of Lau vs.:-

.Nichols, which require* school districts to prqvide equal educa-
, .

fr ,

tional opportunity for students from non4rigli.sh-sPeaking-hack-

grounds.
1 The guidelines require that school,districti having

twenty or'mTre students from.aSingle language 'background develop

I or%

4 .
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bilingual education programs.' The.Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare has estimated .that between 1.$ and 2.5 million -children

.gin the -U.S. should rieceive their .initial schooling in_bilinkual pro--

grams. Bilingual education, once the lofty ideal,of a few visian-

aries, is now an everyday challenge to school districts throughout

the country. .

The educational syspem is suddenly under pTessUre to comply

with new regulations, to prepfre teacher6,to identify appropriate

pupil populations, to prepare teaching materials and.methodologies,

and to develop a philosophy of bilingual educition upon which all

of the aforementioned are to be based. Without a tradition of

bilingual schooling in the, United States, and lacking lead-time to

illprepaie for this educational revolution, it is no surpflse that

school districts were and are ill-prepared, and that little research

has been conducted in the U.S. which bears directly on the major

issues of educating children bilingually (The limited research'

that is cited typically reports on experiences in other countries.)

The result"is.that many of the basic principles guiding the devel-

opment of bilingudl education in the U.S. have been stated as

axi;osis
.

One such axiom; involving reading instruction, states that

literacy should be achieved first in the child's native language.

This will subsequentli, be-referred to as the native language

approach. (This approach is contrasted with the direct method

wheye a second language is, at least initially, the primary lan-

ogm4ge of instruction; children are introduced to reeding

.
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through the second language, and only after ()cal fluency is demon- 41o.

.

._stra_ted.) .Two standard works on bilingual education, RILINGUAL SCHOOL-

ING IN THE,UNITED.STATES (Andersson and Boyer, 1970) and A HANDBOOK

OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION .(Saville and Troike, 1911) anequi.vocally

support the native language approae. Referring to a 1953 UNESCO

report, Andersson and Boyer state, "Educators are agreed...that- .

'teading.and writing in the first language should precede literacy
.

in a second" (p. 45). 'Saville and Troike agree, stating that "the

, child shouldbegin reading in his dominant language" (p. 50).
v

. Such statements are extensively quoted and expanded upon in bilin-
.

7
gual education literature. So widely-is this notion AiCepted, in

fact, that to.suggest that it' slay be open to question is to run

the risk of...being labled confused, insensitive, ultra-conservative;

or even racist.
1

411-

4
Cognizant of yhis risk, we will .attempt to examine critical-

.

ly some or the issues involved in teaching reading to bilingual/

children., WE will befly,examine research which appears to bear

directly upon the-question of the priority of native language lit-

eracy, and we Will explore various.issues whichi. although not ex-

plicitly articulated, appear to be closely tied, to current poli-

cies and practices in bilingual education. Finally, wewill raise'

some.practical questions concerning the implementation of native

language literacy programs.-

.t

The Native Language,Literacy Axiom: Relevant Research

The natijeclanguage literacy axiom appears to have been

origifially Wised upon a widely- accepted notion that reading should

I0
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not be taught until oral fluency irira language is d monstrated.

This_ notion has served as a basis for the seqUencing of the four

skills in foreign language in'structioni.c., undetstanding,.speak.
_

ing, reading, and, writing)-. In the arca of reading, it-underlies

arguments favoring instructional materials which relate closely to

childrenip prior linguistic backgrounds, including the uyie of child -

.generated language experience materials. It is also-_fundamental to

:recommeildations that dialect readers be prepared for those children

whose dialects differ significantly from the standard wrrtten Ian-

guagc.

Although there is considerable agreement-that initial in-
.

struction in reading should,occur only dftera degree of oral lanr
d

IIIguage competence has been attained, accounts of Dick and Jane

_ .

readert.being thrust-into the hands bf native Spanish-speaking

first-grade pupils, who were not piovided even minimal oral lane

guage instruction in English, are all too recent and too fimIliar..

Proponents of bilingual education frequently ci-t -e such Abuj.04 in

attempting to justify the native languagc.literacy-approach.

Viewed from this perspective, the basis for many of the arguments

4n favor of native language literacy wears to he simply a re,

jeetion of admittedly improper pedagogical practies.' It is un-

likely that anyone would quarrel with this criticism. It. is aisol-

clear, however, that advocates of the nativeolanguage literacy
7 . . k

.

approach cannot expect to base their arguments solely oninegative,

evidence from poorly implemented direct method'programs, because
4.

such clall are easily contested. . Specialists in the az4i,of

.
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English as a second language, fot exa , .have challenged the cat- 410

egorical denunciation of direct.mettiod (ESL) programs contained in

the Office of Civil Rights Guidelines for bilingual .eduCation.(i.e.,

"Because-an ESL program does not consider the affective nor cogni
.

tive development of students...(it) is not appropriate"). _nese

ESL specialists point out that these have been many successful

direct method (ESL) programs which they believe have considered

both affective and cognitive' development ;nd which have carefglly

developed oral language skills prior Do introducing reading (cf.

Galvan, 1975).
3

tronger and more positive claims about the efficacy of. the

nativ language approach must be made. "Saville'and Troike (1971).

.attempt to strengthem their argument by stating that, "The basic.

skills of reading transfer. readily from one language to another"

(p. 50).. Gutierrez (1975) adds,."children learn to read best

through theinative language. The decoding skills learned in

Spanish will establish a firm base for the Spanishbspeaking child

and will transfer to the development of .reading and writing, skills

in English withaut loss of time and energy." (p. 5). linforttihate-

-,

ly, these stronger claims are supported by'lfttle convintink r e-

search evidence. Even the most frequently cited stud)r,Modiano's

research in Chiapas, Mexico (1968) ,

4
is, by the author's own nimi5-

.

sion, not a
.

convincing demonstration of the sup0Tiority of the

,native Langgagc approach.
. v

Briefly; Modiano compared Indian pupil achievement in twn.

.educational settings, a. direct Spanish language approach in federal. .111

4
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and state schools, and a native ranguage.:approachin Indian schools.

Her results indicated that childten taught Spanish reading after
#

receiving native-language reading instruction in the Indian sch6ols

scored higher on Spanish reading tests than did children taught
*

elusively in Spanish"in,the federal and state schools. But, among

other problems with the study (cf. Engle, 1975, pp. 297-29B)i,

Modianols results were contaminajed by the fact that the direct
f !

Spanish linguage instruction approach used in the federal'a:adf

state schools was poorly implemented. Children in these schools

were far from fluent in Spanish before reading instruction Was be-

gun, and Spanish language instruction was not systematic. As Engle

.(1975) concludes,. "...it is not_surpriging that (Modiano's) results

suggest that the native language approach...schools were superior.

The study does not present a comparison of the good use of the

direct method with the native language approach" (p*. 297).

Other studies which purport to contrast the native language

literacy approach with the direct method reveal highly.contraclic-

tory results. The data do not provide a sound empirical basis for

assertions about native language'reading'instruction in bilingual

education programs in the.U.S. Engle (1975) in her'eXcellent

criticil,review of twenty -foul, studies related to the topic of

medium of instruction in early school years for Minority group

children poncludcd-that the studies "...varied in every conceivable

way, and most provided no substantial evidcnc7 as.to which approach

4s better." (p. 320). Among problems identified in these studies

are the-lack of.information concerning the cognitiire and paycho,
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All
linguistic m chanism of ransfer involved. in naming to read a ler

second language, the in dequacy of dila concerning the political

and cultural relatiodships between language groups that influence

language acceptance,'and the'uneven quality.of the educational

programs studied.
.(

A-position favoring the native language approach is further

complicated by the results of experimental bilingual programs in

Canada, which appear ;o demonstrate the value of the direct method

approach. The St. lambert Project, begun in,Montreal ih-196S, ex-

posed native English-speakihg Children to a total immersion French .

language and literacy Prograd during the first years' of school.
. _

t. Tesr.results indicated that the anglophones- achieved a high degree

of fluency in French, and that their English language skills corn- 411

pared favorably with those of English-speaking children in regular

English programs (Lambert & Tucker, 1972). Because the original
e

subjects in the experimental program were middle and upper-middle.

class children,, volunteered for participatiqn br their parents,
.

there existed the possibility that English-language' literacy in-

struction was provided at home (although program personnel Es-

Apauraged it), and another study was conducted with lower-middle

and upper-lower class children (Tucker, Lambert, & d'Anglejan,

1973). Results obtained with this subject population were highly

similar to ,those reported earlier, but it is-important
t

to note,.

that the subjects continued to be volunteers. Subsequent studies

in Ottawa (Bank Swain, 1975) have revealed similar results.

Cautiously interpreted, these results appear to indicate

10
4
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that a carefully implemented direct method approach.enables children

to successfully learn a second-languagp,and to transfer reading

, skills acquired in the second language-to the native language. The
. /

argument that childreW learh best through'their native lan(guagd

would appear to be weakened by the resUlt df the" Canadian experi,

ments.

Endorsement for English imme*-s-an prograMs in the Q.S. based _

upon, the Canadian model (e.g., Campbell,.1970) has, not been forth-

cominr(for several reasons. In theIirst plae, the bilingual ed-

ucation context in the U:S. differs significantly frOm that in

Canada. **Canada is officially a bilingual nation; the UnitedStates

is not. Subjects.-in the Canadian experiments hive been members of .

the majority group; bilingual education in the U.S. has typically

been viewed as a compensatory program for minority -group children.
.

Finally, participants in the Canadian experiments_ have been volun-
,

.'teers whose parerits encouraged their participation; bilingual pro-

gram, participants in the U.S.,have.been selected on the basis 'of

surname or, more recently, pexformance on language diagnostic

measures. It is not at:all clear whether the success attained in

the Canadian context would-be realized here with this significant

difference in variables.
A 4

On the-one hand,_ then, research studies 'supporting claims

. 'about tha-superiorityof the'natiVe language'ariproach are limited

in both number and quality,. On the others the carefully document-

ad res#arch demOinstrating the succelip of the ditect method approach

in Canada may not be directly relevanetobilinguar'educatfon Con-

texts in the United:States; except perhaia for majority-group voI-

INrgire 11
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Unteers',- It may be'concluded_that,hwst previous research on how
,

best to teach reading to chi.dren
.

in bilingual settipgs provides
.

r
. .

few answers', primarily because this-esearch was conducted _in-set-..

tints which differ markedly from thoso-n the U.S., and kecauSe r

much of this'reseatch wis:b-eset with serious methodological weak-

nesses (e.g., lack-of proper-t-Ontrols on. variables such as teacher

competenCies and program Auality,.and design.problemS resultilig in

a Hawthorne-effect in the experimental populations) . Clearly, there'

(_ is-a-need fOr carefully ddsigned and conducted research into.those..

sues which are basic' -to the teaching of reading to 'bilingual

c ildren ths, U.S. context.. 'Two -such issues underlying native
,

language:literaciprograms, namely, the specification of the native
. . *.

language andthe transfer of reading ski lls, trip now be consider*_ .

.

Specification of the Native Language

One of the first issues withwhicivthe proponents of native

languige liteiacy must.deal -is the Specification of the native,

- first, or-dominantlanguage-of thechild who is to be taught to

read. -Remarks here; vilcl.dbe limited to Spanish-speaking popula-

ttons;- and specifically- td Ne'xicali-Ametican, Children, but there are,

undoubtedly parallels among all.minority-group Opulations, includ--L

4 ing speakers of Black Engliel (cf.Helmed,'197S).
. ,

'kWh of.the prior research into native language literacy has

been conducted among subject Population that appear to he more

lingaStitally,hoMogeneous than are mostrity iroups in the
,

U.S.- The geographical or social isolation tbat-charcteri,zed SomeAll.

dir these research popurations.g., Indians in Modiano's Chiapas*

12
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study),.is not typically present in: the U.S. 'E);en recent immigrants

are immediately exposed to the cultural and.linguistic featurds of

the English-speaking environment which have permeated not only the

Apeech of most residents buf also all forms o Fifteen,min-

utes of Spanish-language radio broadcasting" El PasO/Juarez

J.e '

area revealed;. among, many others, the followpg,exnmples of English '

integration: "La ftineraria X le ofrece servisio personal basado en

interes"; "La instalaci6n es'obtenible a bajo preco"; abre sus

puertas a las cincocon Happy Hour fiesta las diez";,and "Son veinte

minutos des.pues de las dos P.M."5 NaWs. descriptions of

"Sponglish". (1970) and "Englanol" 1i971) in Puerto Rico reveal

,similar phenomena.

Terms such as."native Spanish speaking" and "bilingual" are

often used loosely to refer to a group children whose linguistic.

.
backgrounds and language competencies may vary.cormiderably. (It

Is interesting to-note the shifts in terminology, from "Spanish-

.surnaied" to "Spanish- speaking" or'"bilingual" to the more recent

"Spanish- heritage," -which have c racterized effort; to i0entify

the population in question. None of these.labels:is entirely sat-

Asfactorye largely beciuse of the tieterngenejty of the group,
,t,

. some Spanish- surnamed are not 502hish-spaking, some. Spanish-
.,

*
speaking ar %ne ot bilj ual, and so on.) In the first place, there

are three principalf dialect origins of Spaniosh spoken in the United

States:Mexican, Cuban, antrfterto Rican. Discrepancies between

doie-dialects and.standard,written Spanish, on the- phonalogideal,

grammatical; and lexical- levels, are similar ,to those observed

13
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.between regional American'dialects of English and the Standard.

written form of thvlanguage. Monolingual chil-dren.in Spanish-
.

'speaking counties have successfully dealt, with-these clialect.vari-

I ,

ationt, as have ,their English- speaking counterpatts in the U.S.
Nk, ' y .

United Stales air, huw-.

ever, much more complex than their mere geographical origins

suggest. Differehces among and within these, three dialect grbups

have been heightened by their existence in an English-Ianguage

context. Mexican-Americans in Los Angeles-speak a dialect con-
,

siderably different from, that spoken in New Mexicoand from that

spoken in South Texas. = Although all these dialects have their

origins in Mexican Spanish, they differ.in pronunciation, grammar

.and lexicon. The extent to which English is- integrated into these

dialects and the specific lexical and grammatical features of

English that are integrated vary from place to place, as a result

of miatiple variables in each languag* contact setting. For ex-
.

ample, Meiican-Americalgirls in El Paso may celebrate their fif-

teenth biithday with una fiesta do ouinceanera while their count-

erparts in south- central Texas may have una fiesta de "sweet fif-

teen." Grocerja is commonly used for "grocery store" in one loca-

tion.andAs ridiculed in another: -Archaic Spanish forms.suchas

asina fast) Are used regularly in one area and not in another. .'r~

Social variations also occur, e.g., some Chi aho attivists'use the

term. carnal fOr "brother," while more tratrtional Mexican-Americans'

do not (cf. Elias-01ivarcs, 197S).
. .

Language- attitudes also significantly affect the language

14
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each.native Spanish - speaking child brings to school. In the same
* . -

neighborhood; some. families continue (consciously or unconsciously)
,

to speak a dialect of Mexican Spanish. Others speak some Spanish

and some English, depending upon the topicand the presence of,cer-

tain.,family_membep_de,g.,_grandparent and outsiders. --Others_

. freely mix EngliSh and Spanish siithirr the same conversation and

even the same sentence, g., "Her leg, estaba asf, sticking out:"

,Stillother families make a very concerted effort to use only

English which, in their view, will better prepare their children

for school and later life. A:recent conversation with two speech

path6fogists in the El Paso area is illustrative of this,wide var-

iation. In attempting. to devise adiagnostic language testfor

"Spanish-speaking" preschool children, these pathologists' frus-
.

'tration had become intense because; although approximately the

same age and from the same area, they were unable to agree on

labels for some very common objects that were to be used as test

stimuli. They represent, in my experience, the rule rather than ,

the exception. It is not al uncommon to enter a first-grade
..

classroom wherirthere,are wide discrepancies in the prior language

experience of the pupils in the class.

In the absence of' investigations related to teaching

"Spanish-dialeit-speaking children to read in standad Spanish, it

is perhaps appropriate to review the extensive literature concern-

ins the quesiion of Black dialect interferehce in learning to

read standard English (cf. Shuy, 1973; Somervil, 1975). Some.rc-

searehers (e.g., Baratz, 1973)_ argue that the significance of



.Blaci(dialect differe nces on both phonological and grammatical

levels requires the development of'specialized dialect reading

materials. Others however,,have concluded that dialect variation

534

on the phonological level has little diseruptiVe effect on the

__reading process, 'and_that-41ialect-invoivement'-on the morphemic and

structural levels AS extremely limited (Butkc, 1973). Regardless'

of the outcome'Of these arguments, impori.int questions are being

raised concerning polsible,Black dialect interference in learning-
_

to read standard anglish. The same. questions should.be investi-
r7,

gated when dialects o f SpOish are the issue; lexical variation

alone strongly sulgests that lialect interference in learning to

read standard Spanish' .nay occur.

Those who argue for teaching reading first in Spanish, cit-

ing the psycholoiicalu,ocial, linguistic and pedagogical advan-

. tages terdnifial reading in the nitkve language, often seem to

ignore the wide 4ivergence,between the'Spanish in written materials
1/4

an that spokei by the children for whom the native language

approach-Is recombended. The issue.is not simply one of a native

language approaCh versus a direct.English approach; the'dialeci

factor, Welj.discussed in terms of BlaCk English speakers, may he

of evep greater relevance lidthin the context of teaching read' g

to.Spanish-speaking children.

Transfer oficading Skills

k second issue whickhust be dealt with by proponents of

native language literacy in bilingual education programs involves

the transfer of reading akfflicfrom qne language to another.

16
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,*

.though the successful acquisition of reading skills in two lan-

guages revelled in.theXanadian immersion and some other bilingual :.

programs appears to provide some support for hem that these

skills transfer quite readily (Saville & Troike, 1971;Cuiierrez,.

:1975), it is not at all clear how such transfer,takes plate nor

what factors are relevant'to its occurrence.

It seems reasonable to assume that the nature of the two

languages involved in the transfer and the specific characteris-

tics
1 _ ..,

tics of the systemsystems of these two languages play some role

)

km the ease with which transfei takes place. Languages which pre:

. -4 sent to the reader markedly different cues on the morphological

and syntatticil levels might be expected to present greater obsti-

cles- to transfer than those languages which are more, closdly relat-
,

ed. If such differences are also accompanied by significant

differences in the writing systems (e.g.; ideographic vs. alpha-
e

betic,.or even. Cyrillic vs. Ronan alphabetic), difficulties might

be expected io;be even greater. My own pelsonai experience as. an
;

iault attemptingto learn to read Swahili and Russian after suc-

cessful experienbes with thglisj9, and. Several Romance languages
.

attests to the importance of both linguistic and writing system

differences'im transferring reading skills from one languaie to
. . ,

another. It would thus appear that if claims about the transfer
.

of reading skills arc to be made, some consideration must be given

the similarities and differences between the languages in qtiestion

and their 'writing systemss: Such claims probably can most safely

be .made about languages which, are clncely-related, but even here,

_ssmtion must be exercised. Considei-ing the close relationship

17
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,

that t'ransiti'onal rtpders be utilized to facilitate the transfer'

/from dialect reaper's to standard English written material6(cY.

Ching, 1976, p. 8) suggqsts that transfer is far' from automatic.
t

Selated:t6 the claim about the transfer "of reading ".kills

is the,notion,that some languages provide 6ir easier.reading

acquisition-than others. It,is argued that this advanage should

be,exploited in teaching children to*reael Thus, Saville an .

- Troika (1971) state: "The child whO learns to'read first in

Spanish or Navajo may have, in fact, a definite advantage over the

-child who must learn first in English. The writing system of

English is not regular,qhnd children must ream that a single

sound may be spelled in-many different gays. The writing system-

of Spanish and that which has been developed for. Navajo are very

regular, with close correspondence between sounds and litters.

The child's ability to recognize the relationship between sound

and symbol is a -major factot in his success in initial reading in-
\

Itruction." .(p. SO) Thus, it'is argued 4at since transfer occurs

almOst automatically, reading *instruction is facilitated by learn-

ing in a language which is more regular in its sound-symbol corre-

spondences. To put this argument in perspective, it is interest-
,

ing to examine more closely specific features of the Spanish writ-

ing system (a "regular" system) and their carryover to English.
-

A truly regular writing system would involve a consistent

one-to-one correspondence between sounds and symbols. Nuclear

vowels in Spanish Jo hear such a correspondence:*.piphthong4,

18
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the other hand do not, e.g., hay (there is) vs. aire;Jair). Con-

sonants vary considerably. The Spanish writing system include;

both a b.and a v which correspond to the samesoncod; i.e., the .

initial Wounds in beso (kiss) and vez (time) are pronobnced the

same. The h in words such as hombre (man) and hora (hour) refire-_

sentsndsound. /s/ may be represented by s (s5bado/auirday), c

(cield/sky) or z (zSpatoishoe);. /.k/ by c (casa/hoyse) or au

(quince/fifteen); /y/ byl (hielo/ice), (yo/I) , at 11 (e4r1C/,

.streei); /h/ by x (Mexico), I (hijo/son), or g (gente/people), and

so Learning to read in Spanish involves learning the rules'

!lipping these spellings to the sounds they represent.

Transferring.reading skills from Spanish to English inr

wolves tire readjustment of the sound-symbol correspondences char-
.

.

acteristic of Spanish to those of English. Thus, for examply, the

letter h, which in Spanish is always Mute, is sometimes mule in
.

English, as in hour, but may also represent an /h/ in words such

- as hat and4er. The 11, which in Spanish corresponds to /y/,

. typically ,represents /l/ in English,.as in bullet Cr pulling. '13

and v,which correspond to a singlejiound in Spaniel, represent
.

two distinct sounds in English. ,Finally, and perhaps most impor,

tantly for the learner, the regular. correspondences between vowel

.
symbols and sounds,observ;d in 'Spanish must,hc adjusted to a

Variety of .vowel sound-syMbol corresponacnces in EngliA. Thus,

in.addition to acquiring'a new phonological system in oral English

(new vowel and consonant sounds in new positions and combinations)

the native Spanish-speaking child who leains to read initially

in Spanish mill Also have to learn new sound-dy&bol correspondences

19
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as he moves 'from reading in Spanish to literacy in English.. Cdn-4,

siderabli research will be required before
_
a claim can be made

,

that elagguage with relatively more regular sound-symbol corre-

spondences facilitates the acquisition of reading skills and the

subsequent transfer of these skills to reading in another(less"

regular) language. Such research would have to involie a rank-
.

ordering of languages on a scale of orthographic "regularity," as

will as a matrix of orthographic correspondences (both regularities
.

and irregularities) among languages.

Further, grapheie-sound correspondences represent only one

-aspect of learning to read. Reviewing apprpachei to)begihning

reading instruction, Weber (1970) pointed out that "...grammatical

structure as an aspect,of context has hardly been considered in 2111

gard to reading,/despite its central position in the language as

the vehicle for semantic as well as *xtralinguistic content apd
1.

despitethewell-known restrictions on the occurrence of words in

sentences that grammar entails" (p. 147)". Levin and Kaplan's

studies of experienced readers 41970) demonstrate the_effects of

grammatical constraints on reading, namely, that such constraints

enable the reader formulate correct hypotheses about what will

follow. "When the prediction is confirmed, the material covered

by that prediction can be more easily processed and understood"

fp. 132). The transfer of,reading skills from,one language to
* .

another must necessarily involve such higher-level constraints in

both languages. Claims about the ease with'which the transfer of
:

reading skills occurs, especially those tfiat Appear to rest pri-

it (or even exclusiveLy) on the regularity of given ortho-

20
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graphic systems, arc clearly overstated. The studies reviewed in

Elsie (1975) reveal that almost no eonsidcration has been given to.

the identification of these specific aspects of reading that should

transfer from learning to read in-one language to learning to read

C ,
in another_ . --

_

.
.

The tiansfer process has been of'considerable'interest to

researchers in the area of second language acquisition. Recent

research suggests an underlying linguistic system in second-

language speech, an "interlanguage," which is at least partially

distinct from bath native and target languages (Selinker, 1972).

Interlanguage involVes strategies or cognitive activities_relating

to the processing of second-language data in the attempt to express

-meaning. Although the e hasis-of this work has been on language

III.

production, it seems reasonable to consider th'e possibility that a

ti

similar underlying interlingual system may be involved in learning

to derive meaning from written materials in a second language.
.

Related here is Kolers' research. into the coding of isolated words

and iNhereading of bilingual connected discourse by skilled French-

English bilingal-readers, where it is suggested that "words are

perceived and remeMbered preferentially_in terms of their meanings,

and not in terms of their appearance or'sounds" (1970, p. 111).

Becoming a bilingual reader requires more ,than the mere acquisition
. .

of new grapheme-sound correspondences,just as becoming a

speaker involves more than learning new sounds and a new vocahu-

lary. 11

The present state of our knowledge about second language

acquisition and the acquisition of reading skills in a firsilah-

21
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guage is such th"at we can only,speculate"about how reading

transfer from one language to another. Browp (1970) suggests that

a child "operates on speech with a large number Of'effective '

r'
'heuristics. The majority of these, with accomodations for the

visual mediun,,are probably applicable also in reading" (p. 186).

_Since we Are only now beginning to hake an idea of the nature of

these. heuristics, claims about how they transfer from one language

to. another'ire probably premature.
4

Alternate Approaches to Reading Instruction

In the light of the historical background of.reading in bi-

lingual education and the paucity of research directly relevant to

the basic issues just discussed, it is interesting. to cqnsider some

practical implications of three_possiblee4ernatives to reading

instruction in bi- or multilingual settings. (It-will be noted

that no mention will' be made of the "common core" or "neutral"

app rich suggested for speakers of Black Engliih, where an attempt

is made to minimize dialeit'and cultUral differehces in reading

'materials. In addition to the problem of the awkward and/6nnatural

product yhich is likely to result from such an effort in .one lan-

guage, there-is obviously no way that the differences between two
I

languages can be "minimized'; that is, there is no common core,

except perhaps for a few cognate words.)

Reading in the standard nhtkve language. ;BAading instruction in

' bilingual settings_may be introduced in the standard native lan-
r i , ..

pap!, e.gt, standard Spanish. ,As was indicated earlier, instrucilk

. As
, 111

. i ,
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tion in standar Spanksh as a seiad dialect- is probably a neces-

.salty prerequisite or most Spanish-dialect-spooking
.

children ir

standard Spanish reading inetriAtion is Vb be seriously considered

--(-cf. Barker, 1-971,-Pp. iii-iv). -Although the dialects' of some

children reveal a rather well-developed phonological, grammatical,

and lexical control of the standard dialect; others show consider-

- able deviation from the standard, and still others a high level-

of English integration on both grammatical and,lexical levels.

Teaching a second dialect, once highly recommended as the

soli ion to preparing speakers of Black 'English to read in standard

lish, has proved to be a much more difficult task than was ini-

tially anticipated. Although some researchers (e.g:, Venezky &

Chapman, 1973) continue to recommend stansdard-English-as-a-second-

dialect training for nonstandard - dialect - speaking children, others

(e.g., lochman,1969 and Wolfram, 1970) question whether'such-train-.

ins should or even can be accomplished. Factors which appear to

be relevant to the difficulties encountered in second dialect

training include peer group pressure on the language of children

in the initial school years, broad socio-cultural pressures against

standard'language-teaching in some minority-group settings, And

verbal learning research which suggest tharhighly similar material

is difficult to learn.''

Teaching standard Spanish as a second dialect will in}evi-.

tably involve many 'Of th same problemsAncountered in attempting

to teach standard Fnglis as s-33econ4 dialect: Despite-the cpn-

liderable time and expertise thin have been applied to such efforts

in 'English, results indicate that we have been "erosly inefficient
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in teaching standard.English at any level"' (Shuy, 1973, p. 13) III

AlthoUgh there is very little direct' experience upon'which.to base

predictions, of success in teaching standard Spanish as a second

dialect, the English example does not make'such efforts appear

,..
i

promising.

The teacher variable seems partiUlarly significant in the

case of Spanish. Most teachers who have been. abruptly drafted into

teaching in bilingual education programs on the elementary school

.
level'havelittle or no experience in teaching standard Spanish.

(A few may haire limited experience in the area of teaching Spanish

to Speakers of English.) Many- teachers .who have'become invo4.ved

in bilingual education programs fre themselves, native speakers of

various-dialects of Spanish, but few have had formal training in..

thestandard language. Some read standard Spanish only with great

difficulty. 'Teachers who are: aware of theirJlimited competence in
4

the standard language are naturally insecure when expected to teach

it, and classroom experiences often contribute to this insecurity.

(for example, I 'once observed in a bilingual classroom a bulletin

board containing pictures'of common objects and. their Spanish

names.' Next to a picture of a toy appeared the label' hu cte.

Shortly thereafter-an alert first-grader remarked to the ieachcr

that in his book the word for "toy" looked different. The teacher

.
then realized that the correct spelling of this word was juguere.)

The situation is even more complicated in bilingual classrooms

where a:monolingual ;aslish,speaking teacher i$ assisted by a/
, i All

Spanish - speaking aide whose formal education may he quite limited.

24
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Teaching standard Spanish Under conditions such-as these is not

likely 'to be successful.

Iniervice training of teachers in standard Spanish might

'appear to he the, answer, and such- training is being conducted in
4-

some bilinguial endorsement and certification programs. The

difficulties encountered' ,in attempting to teach itandard'English
t

,
. should be borne in 'mind, however, 'when contemplating the prepara-

-tion of teachers to teach standard Spanish as'a.second-dialect.

If teaching a second dialect is indeed as difficult as if appears
.to be, training iw.standiid Spanish may create teacher expecta-

.

tions which will never be realized.. (On the other hand, an in-

direct benefit of such instruction
-

maybe a greater sensitivity

on the part of 'teacher-s to the problems encountered by, the nop=

standard dialect speakers in their classrooms. Such increased

teacher sensitivity is strongly recommended by most specialists'ih

the area of education for the linguistically different, regardless

of the divergence in their opinons about how'such education should

be carried'out.)

If oral language training in Spanish must precede the intro-

duction of reading, there gill, of course, be some delay in intro-

ducing reading. Minority group parents, many of whom arc eager to

'see their children aspire to higher educational goals than those

they themselves were able to attain, would. probably be as intoler-

suit of delayed reading instruction as middle-class parents have

mven to be 1Baratts 1973). ,,Further, it not It all clear, that

parents support an early school emphasiv:on'Spiniih. Anecdotal
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evidence from interactions with' school, administratOri'and teache-
.

, I

4

,
in the Southwest suggests that at least some Mexican-AmetiCan

I

parents feel that the ichooljs responsibilityiiito-teach-Omii(1
e

.-
0, .

children to speak and read "good" English; Spanish,Arrespective,

of variety, ig not consided to be a crucial compdnent'of their
. e

children's educatibn. (II should be noted, that schools themselves

tend to.reinforce such attitudes by phasing out ),he use of Spanish-
,_.

1 .\-

ianguage Materials after the initial school years. Thus, although

it is claimed that learning,to read in Spanish in the first grade'

offers.long-range educational benefits, curricula from the middle

'sch ol years onward contain no application of Spanish literacy

ski 1k.)

. Finally, teaching children second dialect of Spanistt, AI
4 , .

.
indeed possible, must inevitably be accompanied 'or followed by

instruction '"in' Thus, during the initial.years of class- 1.

room instruction, Spanigh-dialect-speaking cbildren must learn a

secondidialect and a second language. We.knOw very little about f
, 1

how sego language and second dialect acquisition occur (Ervin -

:Tripp,

. ,t

jripp, 1 ), but here is some recent evidence to suggest that

;he opti * age for:second language learning is .not between four

and tiq y ars of age as originally suggested by the Modern Lam-
,

..

juageAssiciation (1956). Ervin -Tripp (1974) found that Older.

.
1 ,

children earned number, gender and syntax more rapidly than.did

younger children: Initial pronunciation andretenti nof
f

vocabular 14're found 'lmiacrease with-age byPolitze i Weiss All

(1969). Researchcondueted by Fathman (105) revealed that pre-
1

26



teen children appeared to 1e more succes6ful at learning phonology,-

but children between eleven and,fifteen years of-age were more

A
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successful in learning grammar. Engle (1975), citing research

conductedbyiStern in Sweden and Livallee in Switzerland; suggests

that the initial Agpool years (6 - 8 years of, age) may, in fact,

be the least appropriate for teaching a second language; children

younger _than six and older than ten years of age appear to show,

greater motivation and achievement. The advisability of attempt-

,ing to teach a second dialect and a second language (and literacy

in both) during the early school years must, thus, be seriously

questioned.7

. Spanish DialectsReaders. A second possiblapProach to the intro-

- ,duction of reading to native Spanish-speaking children involves

the)use of Spanish dialect readers. Experience with Black dialect

readers should be indicative of the pfoblems which might result in

attempiing1,to pursue this approach to beginning reading instruction .

(cf. Baratz, 1913; Leaverton, 1973). The wide variations in

Spanish 'dialects rule out the pbblication of a single U.S. Spanish-.

dialect reader (cf. Fishbeip, 1973). Questions concerning the use

of Inglish borrowings, such as tichar, baby, and bye-bye, would

have to be Veart with, as would nonstandard Spanish dialect forms

such as semds (somos), Jhair,a suidad (ciudad), and aigre

. .

Cairo}-. If a dialect reader'cuid be )greed upon for one location,

a,- . its%acceptability in other areas would be unlikely. Teachers

Could, of course, construct ad hoc dialect readers using the lan-
#

guage experience approach, -bat time constraints would undoubtedly

27 . .
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prohibit widespread use oiNsucA teacher-made dialect materials.

Some teachers might also be expected to react negatively to-mate-

rials what they'consider to be nonstandard or even in-

correct Spanish._ Parents, whose expectations. of schools are' high,

might even be shocked to find "bad" Spanih in their children's;,

school materials, and problems in community relations might,

result (cf. Barati, 1973, p. 109).- Finally., the apparently complex

series of learning tequirements involved in the transitions from
4

Spanish dialect triers to standard Spanish readers and subsequent-

ly to standard English readers would seem to represent an extremely

ambitious set of objectives for the initial years of schooling.

Teaching Reading in English. kthird.alternative to teaching read-

. ins to Spanish-dialect-speaking children is the direct method,

contafit With reading is made in the second language,'

English.. As was discussed earlier; French language programs,sin
. .

Canada which use this approach aveproved to be highly successf*

/PInsuch programs, children are first intbOuced to oral language

skills in the second languageo and, fluenCy in the oral lahguagC is

required before reading is introduced. Children arc permitted to

use their native language with each other and with their teacher

yiuring the first year of school; the. teacher interdctieith the

children-only in the second.lahgyagc, translating, their questions

and comments and responding to them exclusively in .the target lan-

'page.: (It will be noted that this approach differs somewhat from

earlier English immersion programs in the U.S. where use of the

native language was usual ly discouragqd.)

28
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Nie question of th,d appropriateneSs of teaching a second

language to children in the initial years of schooling, mentioned

'above in connection with teaching2standard.Spanish as a second

dialect ii, of course, 4'elev,ant here. Although the results of the

Canadian studies appear to indicate that the total immersion

approach is highly successful in second language teaching at this

age-level, further research into the optimal age forlecond lan-

.guage acquisition, especially among minority group children, is

knpcessary before final conclusions can be drawn.

Also relevant here is the problem of delaying reading in-

struction until-t e direct method roach has successfully Bevel-
.

oped oral language competence in the children who are to be taught

to lead in a second language, Teacher and,parental attitudes

which evaluate the success of a school by hoW quickly children

--begin to read would require reshaping. -Also relevant is the re-
.

quirement in most school districts.thatstandardized achievement

testing be conducted in areas such as reading. Teachers, even

those who recognize the inappropriateness of given tests to the

context in which they work, often feel pressured to prepare their

pupils for annual testing, and requisite steps in the learning

Nib process may be by-passed. The direct English language approach

seems particularly vulnerable to such pressures, and the result

may be the introduction of reading' in English prior to the estab-

lishment of a solid oral language foundation.

. yinallyv regardless of research results - concerning the

efficacy of one pedagogia4l approach over.lbother, the thiportande.

29



of the soscio-political context within which bilingual education 41,

takes place should not 'be unafrestimated. The climate for English-
,

language immersion programs in the U,S. is ,decidedly unfavorable
is-

(Cohe& Swainp 1976). Evidence of poorly conceived and imple-

ment4d direct method English-language programs, and a growing in-
,.

terest in the definition of ethnic identities-and the preservation

and enhancement of ethnic languages and cultures are strong

factors in support of the rfative language approach. Further, re-

search in language planning (cf. Drake, 1975) suggests that if bi-

lingualisi is a ,desired goat, t4e social prestige of minority lan-

guages must figure in the design of language instruction in the
. .

early-school yeatl since 16wer prestige langilages are more likely

to be abandonei. Lambert and Tucker (1972), for example, state
(

that "priority for early school should be given to the language or

raiguagei least likely to be developed otherwise, that is, the lan-

piages most 3ikeiy to be neglected" (p. 216). Thus, the probabil-

--ity °timeserving bilingual/biculturalism in'a given location is

apparently greater when the lower prestige language is the initial

langtiage of -instruction in'the early school years, .either as a

native language, for minority-group children, or, is'in'Canada, 3S

a second langPage for majority-group children.

Conclusions

There is obviously no ready answer to the qusestion of how-

best to teach reading to children from non-English-speaking hack-

grounds. .Everyone seems to' agree that schools must give proper
ON,

recognition, tQ such children and to what they know upon entering

30 a
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.

school, but there is little or no agrcement.about how best to pro-
,

'eed ihrom whatthey know to what they ought to learn, nor even

about what ought,tobe learned. Most current discussions focus on'
1

social, poli4cal, and even emotional factors, not only because

such factors are real and must be acknowledged, but also.because
,

data 'concerning.-0;e linguistic, psychological, and pedagogical

bases and implications of onitor another approach are extremebk."\

limited and often contradictory. We still know relatively little

about the dialects of non-English-speaking groups in the U.S.,

about howa second dialect or second language is acquired, aboutt
optimal ages for such acquisition, or about .how reading skills

transfei from one language to another.

A large number of bilingual" programs are currently being ,

impletented thfoughout the-United States, and almost all of such

prOgrama contain.a research component. Unfortunately, however,

tbe.single resealph-interest which such componentsmo-st often'

serve is that relating to program justification..'Such e%#aluation
4t.

research is Unlikely to provide insights into the basic-i'ssues of

teaching reading to the bilingual child. Bisic research in connec-

tion with bilingual programs is a clear necessity.' In the absence

of data from such basic research, arguments about which, spproath

to reading is best will go on without significant pfogress toward-

resolution.
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FOOTNOTTS

1. The fullItext of tile opinion of the Supreme Court, written by

.
Justice WiTam 0. Douglas, appears in THE LINGUISTIC REPORTER;

1974, 16, 3, pp. 6-7. de
2. :The guidelines are "reproduced in= their entirety in THE LIN-

GUISTICLAbRTER/ 19,73, 18, 2, pp. 5-7. It should be noted

that a recent (April, 1976) memorandum distributed by the r°

Office oft CiviI hights of HEM attempts to .clarify these

guidellines. The resat appears to be a-relaxation of the re-

/4 quirements governing the implementation of 'lingual educa-/
tion programs.

/

3. One'must ask at this p4nt-what is meant by the suggestion

that literacy approachek.explicitly consider psychological

variables such as the affective and sognitive development of

.students. To raise this question is n'ot to deny the psycho-

logical impact on children of their educational' experience,

' but, rather tf make explicit the requirement that empirical

evidence undergird any claiathat one approackleads to greater

psychological benefit than another. Without such evidence,

arguments' such as this one become meaningless exercises:

4. 4The fact that a Study published in 1968 continues to be the

most t dely cited in support of the native language literacy.

approach, in spite of the tremendous growth in the-number of

bilingual education programs in'theFU.S. since then, attests

to the pailciFy of relevant research in this area.

for the benefit of thd4e not familiar.wkth Spanish, these ex,

Maples involve ,the use of bothEngliA lvxicou (e.g., "p.Ippy

32
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Hour" and "P.M..") and English syntactical patterns.

The title of this paper provides an excellent example of the

problem. "Bilingual":is used to referto a broad rangy of

;linguistic competencies, from monolingualisi in a language

other than Englito fluent bilingualism in both English and

'another language.

7. Examples of young children who successfully learn two or more

languages, often without apparent effort, probably do not

provide strong.counter-evidente to this statement, just as. pre-

school.&tildren whO learn to read without formal instruction

do not negate the need for attempts to improve the tcaehing of

" reading in ourechools.

Mr'
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF NATALICIO PRESENTATION

1

TRABASS4 I think you raise a ti!emebdous range of problems with the whole issue;

it's a rather peasimistic paper. 4

NATALICIO: I know.

TRABASSO: That is,'in reading through your paper, and also thinking today, I was

looking' for some answera,'andA wonder if you have any strong !suggestions that

you would be willing to sake, given this ratherbleak outlook on what might, be

eves possible?

NATALICIO: Well% I think there are a couple of things. One is that bilingual

education has happened very /est; that the whole business of bilinilal edUeatio!;!

!lame very quickly, add people %have not been properly prepared., I think-that: the

whole -notion of teacher sensitivity is a big area that just needs to be worked

op. .It seems to me that if.me could hang' loose about this, and just teach

children in a such sore relaxed sort of say, we would probably by better off.
i

. 'The *Nati.* botheri'me a lot. I recognize that it probably is important for

convincing both the community.in ehiph a bilingual program occurs, and perhaps

tussling sources, of the importance and efficacy of all. of this, but I think that

410 00 dogmatism definitely has to be toned down and I thifik it will be iAime. i

think teacher training is tremendously important.

One of the great nipple= noit is that when you talk about bilingual
Ilab i *

education, or you talkabout liading instructionin the native language, what you
. , _ .

,

'mean varies tremendously, and this has come out repeatedly in din meeting. One.

of the things you find for example is one teacher calls bilingual education 15

, 14S4

oft
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inutes of Spanish a'day, another

_Spanish all day long, and another

560

once calls bilingual education. .talking in

one switches From Spanish to English during the
ra

jew
-course of the day. So any kind of atatedent youelight make about a, bilingual

program, whether thia/PrOgram is better thanthat program, is generalizing with a

lot of terms that are not at all clear. So I am not

frankly.

WEDDENGToN: What do you think would-be th

too hopeful right now,

ect of bilingualism as valuable

rather than %looking at bilingualism as being- compensatory for ainority groups;,

biltngue/las throughout; ao that the majority'group youngsters would be brOught

to value it?

MATALICIO: I as very much in favor of that, and I think it's a really good idea.

Unfortunately, one of the effeet3 of the compensatory model, a3-it'8 been

implemented in this country, is that there has been very, little appeal for

majority group members to participate in'bilingual education programa, and in a

city like El Paso, Where more than half of the people speak Spanish, natively,

there' is tremendous hpstility toward the Spanish language and toWard

education the -part of the Anglo culture. And I think that this change in

attitudes is something that is going to have to occur before bilingual education

has any credibility. Because right now it is viewed as a means of helping therm

unfortunate people who can't make it otherwise. A3 long as that's the view, it's

leaver going to,take hold, ;nor receive any kind of respect.

WEDDINGTON: Were any studies made of the Cubans 4n Florida, inasmuch as they

were middle class, and bad to liserii English, were any'studies madeofmhat

happened with them?

:
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MAULACIO: Well, there have been a number of program evaluations of the Coral

Way .School halt -a -day program, they had a half a day in Spanish and a half a day

in English. One of theintereeiing things that seems to he happening in Florida;

is that there are predictions now that bilingual education will be phased out

within 10 to 15 years, because the younger people/are simply no longer interested

in Spanish, they have-become members of the Florida community:

CAZDEM: Given what we.know now, what is-the most reasonabli approach, or are You

advocating a variety of approaches?

MATALICIO: Tea, I think that variety would be an excellent way to approach it,

because I,think we could get better, answers if we tried different things. Right

now we are sort of working in a tery uniform way with the idiosyncrasies oche

program under consideration.. But with such differences, I Man, each c unity

to different, and the people, tAe parents, the teachers, the children, their

language is different, their attitudes are different, and so on.. And I think

that ideally we should proceed with bilingual education. I Ubot at all opposed
.

to bilingual education,

prdceed with itNBut I think that we ought to try different approaches. For

example, I think we might to try the English language

ugh it may sound like I am. I think that we should

. ,

immersion approach, because

'I don't think it's been given a fair trial in this countr y- . Now, politically

that's a veij,.unpopular position to take, but I thing it's worth tryIng,because

CU-Canadian model is very convincing. Mow, there are differencei in variables,

-and. it may not work. But I think it should be given a trial, and right'now I

' don't think it really is

C

Cling: leen it you oould do the immersion, legally, would it meet guidelines?

Ci-

I'
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NATALICIO: 110,it wouldn't. That is one of the problems. This is very much a

federally oontnolled program at this time, al'- although .the federal guidelines
Y &

.
. i

state that:Al:were are three alternatives (a transition model, a maintenance model,,

and.so on), in fact what this is is a transition compensatory model. That's what.

.

_ .

itte turned out to be. I know Alf no school districi, and I stand to be
i

1

corrected, that'proeeeds after, say,* the fourth grade, and continues.some kind of

bilingual orientation.

I\

GLASER: From }at you say, this is a beautiful case of pOlitical deciiiona

having to come before any reasonable research can be done. I guilt!, thi3 is one

ease wbereyOualmost_bave to attempt political solutions before you know what

the relevant reaearob'questiens are.

r.

NATALICIO: ips, think one of.the,real problems here is that we are almost

guaranteeing the lure of bilingual education progress. As long as siet have the

). : .

oompensatory mod* and Tong as attitudes are what they are in many Chicano

communities, that, is, English is the prestige language and Spanish is difinitely

,
not a preitige Language, tjhekind,of ideal goals of bilingual education will

never be achieved.

CARROLL: This is ivesy, v aocio-political problem.. Diana said that the

.English immersion Brits" has never been'given a gook' try in this country. Well,

that may ge"tbeltase,:excepi that 20 years ago I was in the Southwest observieg,

inseruction in Naiiijo schools, conducted by good teachers in many cases.

I would, say ,that thaiWts an English immersion program. The only thing I might.

fault''abomt that situation was 'perhaps the use of
.

punishment for the use of

lavajo. .
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NATALICIO: That's not serious?
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CARROLL: I spent quite a lotof time on the Hopi reservation, and the children

were learning English quite well, and they were permitted to use Hopi in school.

I didd't see any great problems about this. So in a sensee have already, giien

the English immersion Spited/a fairly good workout, and we know something about

its results, which vary tremendously depending upon all sorts of considerations./

And"I think also we have to remember that the Canadian /situation is a very

special one. I spent a week 14 Ottawa about a month ago trying to look at that

situation. I think we have to remember that in that situation it is not only

that it's the aajorlty group that's.trying to learn French, but also that their

particular motive for doingiso is to try to caPry out this notion that panATS-

going to be a bilingual country. Really what they are afraid of is /let Quebec'

will drift off from Canada,.framthe preSent federation.
"-

O

A lot of these socio-political decisions seedbto be based 'upon a lotof

psychological assumptions that I don't think could be very well supported. I

thinethe basic assumption we ought to make is that the child is extremely

flexible; that children can leara second language if they are in the situation

to do so, or they can leard to read in a second language. Basically I believe

Abe human being is very flexible.

MATALICIO: I would agree. Let so say just ,tone thing about the English immersion

prograha that have been conducted; there have obviously been some very good

ingliah-as-second -language progress. In Texas, for example, it was illegal. to

use Spanish in the Public schools for i long time, and children were punished if

they used it even on the playground. It was a very. severe kind of rule. And

%le
45
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this memory is very freshet

r

564

T-think the big difference between the total immersion 'programs in

Canida and the kinds% of programs we are talking about, is that in Canada the

children are encouraged to use their native language first. As I understand it,

in the first year in school children speak in their native language, which in

this case Would be English, and the teacher translates what the children say into

and then responds to then in French, the teacher talking only in French.

ives kind of a bridge to the French immersion, which then follows up in

the next I don't know that this kirk of thing has really been done in this

country. 's certainly possible. But I think that this kind of control on- the

second _Winne immersion ie important, and may be something that 64 to be

tfied .

SUMS: The research questions here ire enormously, subtle, but what I think ,we
10, ,m.

are not taking advantage is that once we leave the United States, if we look

77:dones

the world, almost every possible combination of .multi-lingualism exists.

In ia, for example, them:Are-9T native languages. Bahasa Indonesia as a

native language is taught to everybody,'but initially in most places initial

instruction is in the native language.
j

In the Philippine., by the time a student fj.nisbes the sixth grade, he has
4

been exposed, if be doesn't speak Tagala, to three languages. He startaein his
1

.

native dialect; for .initial instructin, moves to ?age's, and finishes in

English.

I visitedolasses,.and worked in schools in Ghana, in which there are three

languages, at least, in terms or African languages spoken, and the teaching is in

English. I haven't visited, but I know about classes in East Africa, where there

46
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are seven languages in the classioom, and teaching is in English. What we don't

have is.4ery serious research about exactly what is going on in'terms of the

fluency, especially in these very complex linguistic environments.

And one of the things I would say is ttlat opportunities exist all over the

world- to ttudy every possible situation. And what I as disappointed in is the

absence of serious comparative analysis.

I AK not at All persuaded b]ySwediah data. If there is ever a homogenous

society in, the world, it is Sweden.* 3o aine of the problems is that we usually

don't have anything like a homogenous situation. In a given classroom the range

of skills is all over the map. There is a lot of Spanish and there is also a 1dt

of English; So you don't have a situation where you art 'artificially forcing a(__

Second language, in the sense that because or the media there is a lot of

saturation available in both languages. To what extent do we have any good data

on the parallel teachipg of reading in English and Spanish? I mean,'I would like

to know what the Ablems are, what is the poteptial of that, and do-we have ahy

serious information in _situations like South Texas?

....i.-#

4.
WATALIFIO: I don't know of anything that's , been done in terse of parallelA, ,
reading. One of the primary problems is that the child is going to be dominants

of the two languages. Someof the children who arrived recently from

ion Will be dominant in Spanish, and so trying to get it into a kind' of

parallel situation is oftel difficult, because-one of the languages is girl* to
k

have to'be established on an oral language level)

One of tie things that we are imposing on people is reading, and one of the

interesting things 'Arse, quite an eye-opener, is that on the university level we

have amiarge-nusber of -native Spanise-speaking student', and most of these

47
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students are illiterate in Spanish. They read.English and read it well, itut they

Cannot read Spanish.

SUPPES: So are most fifth graders who speak Spanish. They don't know" how to-
. .

read

0
1

NATALICIO: That's right. The whole notion of _transferring, and feeling

ecmfortable in your own language is missing.

RESMICE! Are the Spanish dialects ouch more distant.from ?tandem! Spanish, let's

say Mexican Spanibh rather than Castilian, than the iarious black or Appalachian
)

dialects from 'Standard English?

And if not--let me sake-that assumption- -can we lark for.some of the success

stories, few and fur between as they say be. We have beard, partly at this
-

meeting, partly at the preceding two, 'where dielect-speaking black children have

sumessfully learned to read under intpusive ructional programs. Ire there

any suobess stories among Spanish- speaking children?

MATALICIO: In terms of the dialect iteelT, I think that the major difference

1 between the dialects of Spanish and standard Spanish and the dialects of black

711!7glish would be on the lexical level,Jbecause of the borrowings from.' English.

other vords.Vthere are a lot of borrowings from English,which-have affected
. .

the axiom of the Spanish dialect speaker, and this obviously ilAgoing to have

an effi ton reading, if you don't do something lout it. In oilbacwords, if You

deaNdaboiamoAabmWOUlary. I think that there have been some very decent

bilingual *programs, but Ilhink that you do have to establish some kind of a core

of vocabulary, beftire you_oan apirosob 40 reading.

;1 48
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Now; some children will have this, but many will not. And you could say,

"All, right, ezollide them, and put tqem in an English language program," but they

are speaking a dialect of Spanish.
fib

,

POPP: There is an enormous motivation, I think, for first grade children to read

under almost any set of circimmetancesyou can think of. Would you consider it an

irrelevant question to ask the children what they would like to do?

NTLICIO: No. I think it's very relevant. I think it depends to a great

extent on the environment that's created foir them.

"IMP

In other words, if their parents have been very English-oriented,
.99

and

talking about, "Mow, when you go to school, you are going to learn English, you..

are going to learn bow to read in English, you are going to be educated.' Then I

think what they want to read is English. The teachers' attitudes of course have

a big effeet-on them.' I am, not sure what thchildren.really think about that.

I think many of them, particularly those who mix English and Spanish, say not.:

know that there is such a big-difference.
.9

i POPP: 'They might not understand the question.

MATLICIO: That's right, they eight not know that the

involved.

are two ,languages

MAUI: Would you like to see some of theo4lege freshme)in El Paso take some

of their

CIO: Ob, they 46.

4

in Spanish?

19

a.
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41.04: They do?

NATALICIO:',Aag.-sesteach courses in STIsh atthe university,

_Jr

GLOM kaminations in biology in Spanish?

NATALICIO: Oft, yes, right.

SUPPBS:_ They can't read Spanish, you said.

NITILICIO: No, only for those that do.

'WPM: May can they take the biology in-Spanish?

NATALICIO: Those Who do read Spanish are allowed to take physics in Spanish,

history ln Spanish,-whatever, in Spanish.

GUTHRIE: Alet one mamma about children's attitudes. I made very. limited;

informal observation of some Inglish-speaking children in San Francisco. They

were learning to read Spanish at the sane time as they learned to read .Engliab,

and tbey were immensely proud. Their parents were lilac; proud of it, and I

Suspect that the children's attitude mirrored the parents' rather But

they were keenly aware of the differences and, in tact, paraded these badges of

-achievement around. And so the distinction to thee was veryobvious, and these

were not preobolcus children by any mans.
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NATALICIO: Tea, I think you can create these kinds of conditions, and as

&ware, sure.

t.

END SESSION
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